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Abstract
Background: The eyes of giant and colossal squid are among the largest eyes in the history of life. It was recently
proposed that sperm whale predation is the main driver of eye size evolution in giant squid, on the basis of an
optical model that suggested optimal performance in detecting large luminous visual targets such as whales in the
deep sea. However, it is poorly understood how the eye size of giant and colossal squid compares to that of other
aquatic organisms when scaling effects are considered.
Results: We performed a large-scale comparative study that included 87 squid species and 237 species of
acanthomorph fish. While squid have larger eyes than most acanthomorphs, a comparison of relative eye size
among squid suggests that giant and colossal squid do not have unusually large eyes. After revising constants used
in a previous model we found that large eyes perform equally well in detecting point targets and large luminous
targets in the deep sea.
Conclusions: The eyes of giant and colossal squid do not appear exceptionally large when allometric effects are
considered. It is probable that the giant eyes of giant squid result from a phylogenetically conserved
developmental pattern manifested in very large animals. Whatever the cause of large eyes, they appear to have
several advantages for vision in the reduced light of the deep mesopelagic zone.

Background
The eyes of giant squid (Architeuthis spp.) and colossal
squid (Mesonychoteuthis hamiltoni) are the largest of all
living organisms [1]. In adult individuals the eyes can be
as large as 27 cm, about three times the largest diameter
of swordfishes (Xiphias gladius) with approximately the
same body size, considered to have the largest eyes
among living teleost fish [1]. Direct observations of the
biology of giant and colossal squid are extremely rare
and thus the function and performance of their large
eyes is not well understood. As a result, theoretical
models offer a particularly important perspective on
their visual performance [2], on which basis one can develop evolutionary hypotheses about eye size evolution.
For example, it has been suggested recently that the
giant eyes of giant squid are especially well-suited to
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detect large luminous objects in the dim-light environment of the deeper part of the mesopelagic realm, at
water depths of 600–1000 m [1]. According to the general conclusions of this model, larger eyes perform better
in detecting large, black objects and bright bioluminescent light flashes yet the detection of form illumination
provides the largest visual range. Sperm whale detection
by squid may involve form illumination because whales
are thought to induce bioluminescence in particular in
areas with high zooplankton density, suggesting the possibility that whale detection was the driver of extreme
eye size evolution in giant and colossal squid [1]. However, even though the eyes of these squid may be much
larger than the eyes of similarly-sized fish as indicated
by the comparison of giant squid to swordfish, they may
not be out of proportion compared to other squid [2].
Here we account for body size while asking whether
giant and colossal squid have unusually large eyes
among a broad sample of squid species, and whether
squid eyes are larger than a broad interspecific sample of
acanthomorph fishes that represent a clade with
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independently evolved camera-eyes functionally similar
to squid eyes. In addition, we revisit the optical benefits
of large eye size in the deep mesopelagic sea by revising
the constants used in a visual performance model [1].

Methods
We investigated two different regression problems: (1)
relative eye size (i.e., eye size for a given body size)
among squid; (2) relative eye size across squid and
acanthomorph fish. Both problems deal with eye size for
a given body size, or, in other words, the relation between eye size and body size. The preferred method for
this question is major axis (MA) or standardized major
axis (SMA) line-fitting techniques because we attempted
to identify the slope of the line that best characterizes
the relation between body size and eye size [3]. In
addition we decided to explore in how far results may be
influenced by choice of method and present ordinary
least square regression (OLS) results along with the
SMA results. OLS is useful if one was interested in calculating the expected eye size for a specific body size,
yet is known to often underestimate the true slope, especially when the correlation between the two variables is
low [4]. We did not correct for the phylogenetic covariance among species because of the unavailability of
complete species level phylogenies for squid and
acanthomorph fish. We performed all calculations in R
2.14.2 [5], including the robust SMA line estimates with
Huber’s M-estimators [6,7]. All squid measurements
were taken from either preserved specimens stored in
museum collections or the primary literature; no live
animals were used for this part of the project. In order
to compare squid eye size to that of acanthomorph fish,
we measured fish specimens in museum collections. Finally, we measured external and full eye diameter in
teleost fish in unfixed specimens. All research was
carried out in accordance with the UC Davis animal use
and care protocol.
In order to address relative eye size within squid, we
measured eye diameter and dorsal mantle length in 58
species and supplemented this dataset with published
data on 29 species (Additional files 1 and 2). For eye
diameter, we measured the largest diameter of the
exposed portion of the eye. If integument covered large
parts of the eye we only measured eye diameter when
the eye was clearly discernible as a prominent, welldefined bulge underneath the integument. Dorsal mantle
length is a commonly used body-size proxy for squid [8].
Using mantle length as the size proxy also renders it
possible to include many published data for which reliable body mass information is not available.
In order to test whether Architeuthis and Mesonychoteuthis (the giant and colossal squid) have unusually
large eyes compared to other squids we first calculated
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the SMA line and evaluated where in relation to this line
the giant and colossal squid fall. We did not include
Architeuthis and Mesonychoteuthis in this part of the
analysis in order to avoid a bias in the regression
analysis. Many of the giant squid individuals are larger
than the squid species used in the calculation of the
SMA line, and we assumed the scaling trend continues
for larger body sizes. In order to test whether choice of
regression method influenced results, we also performed
OLS regression. As mentioned above, OLS can be useful
for making a prediction of the dependent variable on the
basis of a specific independent variable, but often
underestimates the regression slope, in particular for low
correlations [4]. We calculated the 95% prediction belts
of the OLS regression of eye and body size for all squid
except for giant and colossal squid. The prediction belts
were calculated on the basis of a single observation of
body size (n=1) and describe the range around the
expected mean of eye diameter with a 95% probability to
contain the true mean. In other words, the prediction
range describes what eye size is expected for a given
body size. We then examined where giant and colossal
squid plot in the distribution of all other squid.
Unexpectedly large eyes for a given body size would be
indicated if they plotted above the 95% prediction belt.
We assessed the robustness of the prediction interval by
resampling (with replacement) and also estimated a
P-value with a parametric bootstrap. We emphasize
the importance of calculating prediction intervals in
order to formally address the question whether the eyes of
giant and colossal squid are unusual when using OLS
regression. A regression line itself contains uncertainty
and thus it is important to take this uncertainty into
account when evaluating whether a trait is unusual, i.e.,
plotting outside an expected distribution. Simple observations of samples that plot above and below the regression
line are not informative, because about half the samples lie
above the regression line by default.
The second regression problem deals with the comparison of relative eye size in squid and acanthomorph
fish. This is an unusual comparison because squid
(cephalopods) and fish (vertebrates) are phylogenetically
distant. However, the comparison is possible because
both squid and acanthomorphs are highly visual, aquatic
animals with camera-type eyes and similar properties of
their refractive system [9]. A challenging problem is to
identify a common body size proxy in these distantly
related clades. We chose body mass as the size proxy,
because mass should be a less biased proxy than any
linear measurements of body size. As we were interested
in the scaling of a linear variable (eye diameter), and to
facilitate comparisons to the squid-only patterns, we
used the cuberoot of body mass as the independent
variable. We collected eye diameter and body mass
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measurements with calipers (0.1 mm accuracy) and a
digital scale (0.1 g accuracy), respectively.
For fish, we sampled across a very large range of
species within Acanthomorpha (spiny-rayed fishes), a
clade that includes a large part of the biodiversity of
teleost fishes (>16,000 species) and is known for
widely varying relative eye size [10]. We measured
the largest exposed eye diameter and body mass in
fixed specimens for a total of 237 acanthomorph
species representing 237 families, a phylogenetically
and ecologically very broad sample (Additional file 3).
For squid, we measured eye diameter (see above) and
body mass in fixed specimens for a total of 58
species. It should be noted that the exposed eye
diameter may be slightly smaller than the total equatorial diameter of the eye, and some noise may be
introduced to the analysis by interspecific differences
in the relation between exposed/total eye diameters.
We tested this by comparing the exterior and total
eye diameters of 273 species of unfixed teleost fish
and found a near 1-to-1 relation (isometric slope,
intercept not different from 0; for data please see
Additional file 4). We do not have data on squid.
This would only be a problem if there is a systematic
change in the proportion of the eye that is covered as
squid grow, because it would affect the slope of the
regression which is critical in the evaluation of
whether the big squid are exceptional. After checking
the fish data such a bias is unlikely but it cannot be
fully excluded. Another possible source of error is the
type of specimen preservation. We minimized this
error by analyzing specimens with the same preservation type. Both fish and squid datasets contain body
mass of formalin-fixed and ethanol-preserved specimens, and thus there should be no systematic bias
in comparing relative eye size between fish and squid.
We did not include giant squid in this part of the
analysis because their body mass was measured in
unfixed specimens (e.g., [11]). A mix of unfixed and
ethanol-preserved specimens may introduce a bias in
comparing relative eye size because of differential
weight loss depending on preservation of specimens
[12]. We compared relative eye size in squid and fish
with an ANCOVA.
In order to assess the optical performance of large eyes,
we implemented and numerically solved the equations of
the visual performance model of [1] in R 2.14.2 [5]. We
did not modify the model itself, and confirmed that our
implementation accurately reproduced the results [1]
when the original constant values were used (Figure 1a).
We revised the original parameter estimates for the model
[1] following a review of the literature, focusing in
particular on bioluminescent photon flux intensity
and mesopelagic zooplankton density.
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Results
Eye size among squid

Giant squid have very large body size and many of the
sampled specimens are outside the size range of other
sampled squid species, with the exception of the
Humboldt squid Dosidicus gigas. If the trend of the
SMA line (slope = 0.739; if the robust method [6] is
chosen the slope increases to 0.742) continues for larger
body sizes, then giant squid do not have unexpectedly
large eye diameters for their mantle length (Figure 2a).
All individuals with available data fall directly along
the projected SMA line. The comparison to selected
families and genera reveals the same pattern
(Figures 2b, c). SMA lines for families and genera
tend to have similar slopes as the SMA line for all
Architeuthis individuals, and it is apparent that many
families and genera have larger eyes for given mantle
length than Architeuthis, in particular among the
Sepiolidae with the genera Euprymna and Rossia.
Histioteuthis has a much larger eye than Architeuthis as
well, and also the loliginids Loligo and Lolliguncula
and the Gonatidae have slightly larger eyes than the
giant squid.
The same conclusion can be reached by OLS (slope =
0.566), despite the fact that SMA is better at estimating
the slope. All giant and colossal squid individuals fall
within the 95% prediction belt (Figure 2d). Even
though Architeuthis may have larger eyes than the
average squid according to OLS, it is within the
distribution of all other sampled squid. For example,
for a mantle length of 865 mm, corresponding to the
size of the sampled Humboldt squid (Dosidicus
gigas), the maximum eye diameter of the prediction
range is 119.7 mm. The eye diameter of Architeuthis
specimens at around this body size is approximately
80 mm. A plot of the residuals of the OLS regression, where giant squid fall within the distribution of
all other squid, demonstrates that many squid species
have relative eye sizes comparable to that of giant
squid (Figure 2d). The resampling test indicates that
the prediction interval is very robust: in 98.8% of
replicates (n=10,000) Architeuthis (species average)
plotted within the predicted range. Giant squid eyes
were not significantly larger than other squid species
(P = 0.979, parametric bootstrap resampling under
the null hypothesis in which giant squid were
sampled from the same normal linear model as
estimated for other squid). An even stronger pattern
emerges for Mesonychoteuthis. All sampled juvenile
specimens plot very close to the regression line for
all squid (Figure 2d). Resampling (n=10,000) did not
yield a single case where Mesonychoteuthis (species
average) plotted outside the prediction interval. The
estimated P-value is >0.999.
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Figure 1 Visual performance in the deep sea. Results of the revised visual performance model are expressed as maximum viewing distance
for three different types of targets: point sources against black background (blue line), extended luminous targets (red lines, 0.5 and 2 m target
diameter), and dark extended sources (black lines, 0.5 and 2 m target diameter). (a) Visual performance model on the basis of original model
assumptions from ref. 1 (b) Visual performance model on the basis of relaxed model assumptions. Please see text for further explanation.
(c) Visual performance model on the basis of revised estimates of eye size (pupil diameter, PD = 4 cm), bioluminescent photon flux intensity
(INT = 1010 quanta/s), and mesopelagic zooplankton density (nearest neighbor distance, NND = 55 cm). These parameter estimates are
reasonable values for large parts of the deep mesopelagic realm. (d) Maximum viewing distance as a function of pupil size for the deep
mesopelagic realm (600 and 800 m depth), demonstrating similar performance of point-light (against black background) and extended luminous
target detection for a large range of eye sizes. (e) and (f) illustrate the effects of varying the parameter estimates within the ranges that may
occasionally be encountered by giant squid in the deep mesopelagic settings. In areas with very high density of plankton with high
bioluminescent photon flux large luminous sources can be detected about 10 m further away than point light sources when observed by an eye
with 4 cm pupil diameter. In areas with very low density of plankton with low photon flux point light sources can be detected over a slightly
larger distance. Again, most reasonable estimates of viewing distances in the deep mesopelagic realm are shown in (c).
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Figure 2 Relative eye size in squid and fish. (a) The plot of log10-transformed eye diameter against log10-transformed mantle length suggests
that giant squid do not have unusually large eyes for their body size. All sampled individuals of giant squid (yellow) and colossal squid (red) fall
directly on the projected SMA line calculated from averages of 85 squid species. (b) and (c) In particular sepiolids (e.g., Rossia and Euprymna) tend
to have large eyes for given body size, but also Gonatidae and Loligonidae slightly exceed the relative eye size of giant squid. The fitted lines
represent SMA lines. (d) The same conclusion can be drawn from an OLS regression, even though this method is known to underestimate the
slope. All giant squid and colossal squid fall within the projected 95% prediction belts. The plot or residuals from the OLS regression line
demonstrates that giant squid may have larger than average eyes, but not outside the distribution of other squid (e) The plot of log10transformed eye diameter against log10-transformed cuberoot body mass shows that many squid (black) have larger relative eye size than
acanthomorph fishes (blue). SMA lines suggest that eye size differences between squid and fish become smaller for larger body sizes. (f) OLS
regression lines indicate that differences persist, with squid having on average about 1.7x the eye diameter of acanthomorph fish for a given
body size.
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Eye size of squid and acanthomorph fish

When plotting log-transformed (base 10) eye diameter
against log-transformed (base 10) cuberoot of body
mass, it is apparent that most squid have very large eyes
for a given body size, exceeding the eye size of most fish
(Figures 2e, f ). The SMA analysis (Figure 2e) indicates
that eye size differences between acanthomorph fish and
squid become smaller for larger body sizes, because the
slopes were found to be different (1.231 and 1.015,
respectively, P=0.012). Robust estimates of the SMA
lines [6] are 1.125 for acanthomorph fish and 0.955 for
squid. The results of an ANCOVA suggests that squid
and fish have similar OLS slopes (0.904 and 0.879,
respectively; Figure 2f ) but different intercepts (0.702
and 0.471, respectively), i.e., squid have bigger eyes for a
given body size (P<0.001). On average, squid have ~1.7
times the eye diameter of fish for a given body size.

Discussion
The eyes of giant and colossal squid are among the
largest eyes to evolve in the history of life. Only
ichthyosaurs, fish-shaped marine reptiles of the Mesozoic, had comparable eye diameters [13]. It was previously concluded that the enormous eye sizes of giant
and colossal squid are unusual for squid of this size [1],
but this assessment was derived from a published regression line for an ontogenetic series of the myopsid squid
Loligo opalescens [14], a phylogenetically distant relative
of Architeuthis [15]. It is more reasonable to assess relative eye size with a large comparative dataset across
squid species, as intra- and interspecific scaling patterns
often differ.
On the basis of our regression analysis it is difficult to
support the view that giant and colossal squid have unusually large eyes for their body size. Even though
Architeuthis may have bigger eyes than average for
squid, its eye size cannot be considered exceptional or
unusual on the basis of the available data. All sampled
individuals of Architeuthis and Mesonychoteuthis fall
within the range of other squid. This implies that the
giant eyes of giant and colossal squid could result from a
phylogenetically conserved developmental pattern—in
other words, their eye sizes are in the range predicted
for any squid of that size. It is interesting that in particular the sepiolids have relatively large eyes, which in part
may be a result of their proportionately shorter body appearance, indicating a phylogenetic influence. Sepiolids
belong to a fairly basal clade within decapodiforms (15).
However, even taxa more closely related to Architeuthis
such as the Gonatidae have similar or larger eyes than
the giant squid.
An important goal for future studies is to collect more
data on eye and body size especially for very large
individuals of giant and colossal squid, because these
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measurements are currently unavailable. For example,
there is no published measurement of mantle length for
the giant squid specimen with the reported eye diameter
of 27 cm [1]. It will also be important to investigate
whether the trend of the SMA line and linear regression
holds true for very large body sizes. For the purposes of
this study we assumed the linear regression is robust for
large body sizes. If there is indication that the trend, i.e.,
the slope changes for large body sizes the question
of the exceptionality of giant squid eyes needs to be
re-evaluated.
In terms of absolute size, extant fish may not have eyes
as large as the enormous eyes seen in squid. For example, eye diameters in large open ocean predators such
as the swordfish (Xiphias gladius) do not exceed 9 cm
[1] even though they forage in the deep mesopelagic
realm [16] similar to Architeuthis [17]. Our results show
that in addition to differences in absolute eye size there
are differences in relative eye size (i.e., eye size for a
given body size) between squid and fish. As we
demonstrated in Figures 2c and d many squid have eye
diameters unmatched by extant acanthomorph fishes for
a given body mass. Squid have about 1.7 times larger
eyes than fish of the same size. It is possible that squid
are freed from structural constraints on eye size [18] because they do not have a rigid internal skeletal framework. But, potential variations in retinal structure
between cephalopod and vertebrate camera eyes may be
a more plausible explanation for these eye size
differences. The unusually steep SMA slopes for both
squids and acanthomorph fish can probably be explained
by the presence of multiple sub-groups (e.g., nocturnal,
diurnal) in each group that each have shallower slopes
but different intercepts. By combining all sub-groups
into one single group the resulting slope for the entire
sample will be steeper.
Even if giant and colossal squid do not have unusually
large eyes they may still benefit from a unique optical
advantage, i.e., there is a best performance for a single
optical function, according to work based on a model of
visual performance [1]. This model was used to develop
an hypothesis of the selective mechanism explaining the
evolution of large eyes in the giant squid [1], concluding
that large eyes perform best in detecting large luminous
objects in the deep sea. As sperm whale (Physeter
macrocephaus), a predator of giant squid [19-23], may
appear as luminous extended targets due to mesopelagic
zooplankton bioluminescence, it was inferred that predator detection was the main driver of extreme eye size
evolution in Architeuthis.
Predictions from a theoretical model depend on the
accuracy of constants to be used, a problem in particular
for any model dealing with systems such as the deep sea
where reliable data are difficult to obtain. Given this
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constraint, the robustness of the conclusions drawn
from the original model was confirmed by relaxing the
range of each constant value at a time [1]. However, the
possibility of more than one constant being inaccurate at
the same time was not considered. In order to test
whether the simultaneous modification of parameters
affects the results of the model, we relaxed all constants
at the same time on the basis of ranges provided in the
original model. We found differences from the original
result that would reverse the conclusions of the paper
(Figure 1b) and hence deemed it necessary to explore
the parameter space of the model in more detail. In
addition, we attempted to improve the accuracy of the
constants in the model. We optimized parameter
estimates for the visual performance model by extensive
literature search, focusing on eye size, bioluminescent
photon flux intensity, and mesopelagic zooplankton
density. Information on in particular the two latter
parameters in the deep-sea is scarce but given the available data it is appropriate to explore in how far the
optimized constants may alter the original results of the
optical model. Other parameter values of the original
model remained unchanged.
Eye size plays a key role in the optical model as it is
positively correlated with visual performance. Thus it is
very important to identify the appropriate size range for
which visual ranges are estimated when discussing relative advantages of prey versus predator detection. In the
original model an eye diameter of 27 cm was used [1],
corresponding to the largest known eye of a giant squid.
However, if there is any selective advantage in visually
detecting sperm whale from the far, the advantage
should apply mainly to maturing individuals—a feature
that only applies to very old individuals would not contribute to the fitness of the species. A more critical step
is to reach sexual maturity. We therefore suggest it is
necessary to estimate visual performance for a range of
different pupil sizes, from the maturing individual to the
giant adult one. Male Architeuthis spp. become sexually
mature before they reach 1 m in mantle length [11,24].
The eye diameter at this body size is in the range of 8 to
9.5 cm [11] with a pupil diameter of 3–4 cm, being
about one third of the eyeball measured by [1]. As
mentioned above the selective advantage should mainly
apply to maturing individuals, i.e., for individuals with
pupil sizes of up to 4 cm, and becomes much less important for larger eyes. We thus focused on visual performance at a pupil diameter of 4 cm, but also
considered the entire size range of possible pupil
diameters (0–15 cm) in our calculations.
The intensity of bioluminescent light sources is also
correlated with visual performance. This value describes
the number of photons emitted by a bioluminescent
point source in a given time interval. The rate of photon
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emission affects the detectability of both bioluminescent
point light sources and extended luminous targets.
Specifically, the distance from which these targets can be
seen increases with the bioluminescent photon flux. The
detectability of dark extended sources is not affected by
bioluminescent photon flux. Estimates of the intensity of
bioluminescence in the deeper part of the mesopelagic
realm, the likely habitat of giant squid as indicated by
sperm whale diving behavior [25-27] and a live observation [17], are difficult. In the original model [1] a bioluminescence photon flux value of 1011 quanta/s for all
zooplankton was used, on the basis of data for a colony
of tunicate larva [28], which may be inappropriate for
the deep sea. It is known that copepods are the most
abundant zooplankton in both epipelagic and mesopelagic zones [29-31] and thus it is probably reasonable to
use the value for copepods (1010 quanta/s; [28]) as a
proxy for bioluminescent photon flux. The intensity may
even be less (as low as 109 quanta/s) when radiolarians
or dinoflagellates are the most abundant zooplankton
[28], suggesting a range of bioluminescent photon flux
from 109 to 1011 quanta/s. To be conservative, we chose
a bioluminescent photon flux intensity of 1010 quanta/s
and explored the effects of lower or higher intensities.
Estimates of zooplankton density also require scrutiny
and generally suffer from a lack of data for the deep
mesopelagic realm. Zooplankton density strongly affects
the detectability of extended luminous objects. Higher
densities of plankton, i.e., lower nearest neighbor
distances between individual planktonic organisms in
front of a large object, increase the distance from which
the target can be seen. In the original model [1] the
average distance between nearest-neighbor zooplankton
was set at 0.3 m in the Architeuthis habitat, on the basis
of the estimated distance in epipelagic copepod layers at
depths of 16 to 160 m [32]. However, it is known that
zooplankton abundance is lower in the mesopelagic
zone, especially in its deeper part [29,30,33]. For example, the nearest neighbor distance between zooplankton, assuming random spatial distribution of plankton,
decreases from 0.2 m at water depths of 0–50 m to 0.65
m at 750–1000 m in Aloha (Hawaii) and from 0.14 m to
0.42 m at K2 (Kuril Islands). In meso- and bathypelagic
waters off Cape Verde, the density of bioluminescent
zooplankton also decreased with water depth [33]. The
mean nearest neighbor distance at 500–999 m water
depth was 0.42 m, and approached approximately 0.45
m at 750–999 m depth, reinforcing that the value of 0.3
m used in the original model is probably too low.
Regardless, zooplankton are highly patchy in the ocean
and a wide range of possible zooplankton density would
be encountered. On the basis of the currently available
data a reasonable estimate of the range of nearest neighbor distances of zooplankton in the giant squid habitat
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is approximately 0.45 to 0.65 m. For the purpose of our
calculations we used the intermediate nearest neighbor
distance of 0.55 m and explored the effects of smaller
and larger distances.
We found no unique advantage of large eyes for
detecting large luminous objects when calculating maximum viewing distances in the deep mesopelagic sea
with revised constants (pupil size = 4 cm; intensity of
bioluminescence = 1010 quanta/s; zooplankton density/
nearest neighbor distance = 0.55 m) (Figure 1c, d). Point
light sources can be detected over a very similar distance. In general, our calculations predict viewing
distances of less than the 120 m reported previously [1].
Even at a pupil size of 15 cm the maximum viewing distance does not exceed ~80 m (Figure 1d) and that distance decreases to about 50 m for a pupil size of 4 cm.
Given these low visual ranges, future studies should attempt to calculate the minimum detection distance that
is required for a successful escape of giant squid from
attacking sperm whale. In contrast to previous results
[1] eyes with pupil sizes ranging from 2–15 cm in diameter perform about equally well in detecting point
targets against black background and luminous large
(2 m diameter) objects. For example, in a giant squid
with a pupil diameter of 5 cm, which is probably near
the maximum pupil size of a maturing individual, the
predicted viewing distance for point targets and
extended luminous targets with a diameter of 2 m is
nearly identical at about 50 m. For eyes with pupil sizes
larger than ~6-8 cm there is a small advantage for point
light detection (Figure 1d). We also explored in how far
varying the parameters within the ranges that likely are
encountered in the habitat of giant squid, i.e., bioluminescent intensity from 109 to 1011quanta/s and nearest
neighbor distances of 0.45-0.65 m, influenced estimated
visual performance. We found that an advantage for
detection of large luminous objects can only be identified when maximizing bioluminescent intensity and
minimizing the nearest neighbor distance of plankton. In
contrast, minimizing bioluminescent intensity and maximizing nearest neighbor distances within these ranges
yields an advantage for the detection of point light
sources (Figure 1e, f ). The results presented in
Figure 1c, with conservative, intermediate parameter
values seem to represent the most appropriate estimates
of visual performance in the deep mesopelagic sea. All in
all, it seems difficult to identify a single optical function
that performs best in the mesopelagic zone.
In contrast, we emphasize the general value of large
eyes in dim-light environments. The revised model
calculations indicate that there are multiple optical
advantages of having large eyes in the deep mesopelagic
realm, i.e., 600–1000 m water depth, benefitting several
visual functions related to light sensitivity. Larger eyes
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with larger pupils perform equally well in the detection
of point-light flashes and form illumination. The viewing
range for the detection of dark, large objects also
increases with eye size, even though to a lesser degree
(Figure 1d). For all three visual tasks, the improvement
becomes smaller for larger eyes but there still is a
noticeable increase in performance. Empirical evidence
across vertebrates suggests that the evolution of large
relative eye size is at least partially correlated with activity in dim-light environments [34-38]. Thus we
predict that differences in relative eye size among
squid are related to habitat (e.g., deep sea) and diel
activity patterns, all of which determine the visual
environment of the organism. This can be formally
tested in an explicit phylogenetic framework once a
well-supported species-level phylogeny and detailed
life-history data become available. Such an analysis
could be combined with a careful investigation of the
possible influence of other predator–prey relations
between cetaceans and cephalopods on eye size. On
the basis of stomach contents, the diet of cetaceans
includes up to 60 cephalopod species [39], providing
ample resources for comparative studies.

Conclusions
Our regression analysis suggests that the evolution of
giant eyes in giant squid is largely a consequence of the
evolution of giant body size. The eyes of giant squid do
not seem to be unusually large—many squid, small or
large, have giant eyes for their body size. We show
that large eyes perform equally well in detecting
point targets and form illumination in the deep sea.
Whatever the cause of large eyes, they appear to
have several advantages for vision in the reduced
light of the mesopelagic zone.
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